FAQ’S - Frequently Asked Questions
QUESTION: WHAT TYPE OF PACKAGE WILL A HANG TAB ADHERE TO?
Answer #1:

Answer #2:

Typically a hang tab will adhere to “most flat” surfaces.
- Here are “some” surfaces that might be an exception:
* Some shrink wrap films (such as films with plasticizers)
* Some rounded surfaces
* Some uneven or odd shaped surfaces
* Some textured surfaces
We suggest testing a sample hang tab on your product before deciding on a hang tab; this is always be the best determining factor when trying to find the right hang tab for your product.

QUESTION: WHAT TYPE OF SHRINK FILM WILL A HANG TAB ADHERE TO?
Answer #1:

Print grade shrink films.

Answer #2:

We suggest testing a sample hang tab on your product before deciding on a hang tab; this is al
ways the best determining factor when trying to find the right hang tab for your product.

QUESTION: HOW MUCH WEIGHT WILL A CERTAIN HANG TAB HOLD?
Answer #1:

See the “Part Info” link on our home website page (or see pages 29 & 30 in our company catalog
to determine the recommended weights for each tab we sell, but remember to consider FAQ #1
and #2 before purchasing a hang tab.

QUESTION: WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN “LOOSE PIECE”, “SHEETED” AND HANG TABS
“ON ROLLS”?
Answer #1:

LOOSE PIECE hang tabs were designed for easy access for employees in a store system. They
come loose in a box so the employee can grab a hand full of tabs at a time for use as repair tabs or
whatever is needed.

Answer #2:

SHEETED hang tabs were designed for hand application either in a store or in a manufacturing
environment. These tabs come clustered on a sheet of paper liner. They have multiple quantities
per sheet and it is simple to pull off at a time for adhering to packages.

Answer #3:

ON ROLLS hang tabs are designed for automatic machine application.

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS??

CALL US AT 800-285-1787
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